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Nick - Wenshu, YAN

address
e-mail
phone number
birth date
nationality
marital status
other

Vanden Elschenstraat 32, 1601 Ruisbroek, Vlaams Brabant
wenshuy@hotmail.com
(+32)487382324
13 October 1987
Chinese, living in Belgium since September 2014
legal cohabitation
Belgian working permit, Belgian driver’s license B

I am currently looking for a challenging job with long term perspective in which I can continue to grow.
Given my eagerness to learn, my international background and the knowledge gained through my studies
and professional experience so far, I feel that I would be an added value to your company.

Professional experience


09/2015-06/2017 Supply manager at Huawei Technology Belgium (Brussels)

Review the accuracy and feasibility of supply chain terms in offers made to prospects

Forecast key projects’ demands and arrange supply planning accordingly

Monitor order fulfilment from PO registration ‘till completion in order to achieve customers’ requirements

Organize operational trainings to distributors and improve their satisfaction level

Manage subcontractors’ warehouse and implement inventory mapping



03/2013-06/2014 Sales project manager at Xurui Investment and Consulting Company (Shanghai)

Develop prospects (emerging industrial and high-tech SME’s)

Analyze financial conditions of customers and provide services accordingly

Adjust and submit customers’ financing and fund application plans




10/2011-12/2011 Intern at Shanghai office of China Textile Industrial Association
05/2010-09/2010 Host at Chile Pavilion at Shanghai Expo 2010

Educational background




09/2014-07/2015 Master in Business Administration at KULeuven (Brussels Campus)
Thesis: The influence of relational demographics on task and contextual performance
09/2010-03/2013 Master in Economics, International Trade at Donghua University (Shanghai)
Thesis: Research on China’s industrial textile import trade
09/2006-07/2010 Bachelor in Textile Engineering at Donghua University (Shanghai)

Computer skills
Microsoft office, Outlook, ERP and some other supply chain management related systems

Language skills




Chinese mother tongue
English advanced
Dutch
intermediate, currently following Dutch language course level 12 (out of 16 in total) at GLTT Halle

Hobbies


Sports

basketball, running



Games





persistent
social
responsible

cards, Sudoku

Personality traits




passionate
enthusiast
driven





analytical
team player
stress resistant





commercial
initiator
thorough

